The Denver Camping Ban passed City Council and became law on
May 14th 2012. Now, May 14th, 2022, we as a community are looking
back on these past 10 years of criminalizing survival without housing with
grievance and anger. These past 10 years our community has been
devastated by a law that makes the mere use of a blanket a crime. Yet 10
years of this hate and harm does not lead us to give up the fight…it leads us
to an even stronger resolve that this unjust law must GO!
This zine gives a brief history of the Denver Camping Ban - the politics
of its passage, its enforcement, its effects, our fight back, and the current
state.

Denver Camping Ban History Zine:

10 Years Too Many
MAY 14, 2012 - MAY 14, 2022
(Or until City Council grows a conscience)

Denver Municipal Code Sec. 38-86.2. Unauthorized Camping on Public or
Private Property Prohibited.
“It shall be unlawful for any person to camp upon any private property
It shall be unlawful for any person to camp upon any public property...”
“’Camp’ means to reside or dwell temporarily in a place, with shelter.
The term "shelter" includes, without limitation, any tent, tarpaulin,
lean-to, sleeping bag, bedroll, blankets, or any form of cover or
protection from the elements other than clothing. The term "reside
or dwell" includes, without limitation, conducting such activities as
eating, sleeping, or the storage of personal possessions.”
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PASSING THE BAN
In September 2012 the community came together to talk directly with people who were
houseless about the effect of the Camping Ban and continue the fight for rights. In April
2013, Dr. Tony Robinson of the University of Colorado Denver released The Denver
Camping Ban: a Report from the Streets by Denver Homeless Out Loud. This
section of the report gives a history of the passage of the ban.

May 14 2011 (Source: Denver Post)
With a vote of 9-4 Denver’s Unathorized Camping Ordinace passes

Also called the ‘camping ban’ or ‘survival ban’ makes it a crime for any person to shelter him
or herself from the elements while residing on any public or private property, without
appropriate permission.
October 24 2011 (Source: Westword)
Overnight camping ban proposal not related to Occupy Denver, says Michael Hancock rep

Mayor Michael Hancock and several Denver City Council members are talking up a
potential overnight camping ban in public places, including the 16th Street Mall. Given the brouhaha
over camping by Occupy Denver, which has been joined by numerous homeless protesters, is this notion a
preemptive strike against a possible Occupy relocation? Hancock's spokeswoman says no.

EFFECTS OF THE BAN

The camping ban survey gathered first hand experiences from 512 people living on the
streets of Denver about how the Ban was playing out in reality. The findings reflect many
of the predicted concerns raised about the Ban.

In 2018 the community hit the streets with a survey to dig deeper into the health effects of
the Camping Ban and other laws criminalizing houselessness and produced the report
Unhealthy by Design: Public Health Consequences of Denver’s Criminalization
of Homelessness by Denver Homeless Out Loud and Dr Tony Robinson and Marisa
Westbrook. 484 houseless people in Denver shared their experiences.

10 YEARS OF ENFORCEMENT DATA

FIGHT BACK

This is the data from these 10 years of Camping Ban enforcement.

Denver police and city workers gathered Tuesday morning to again sweep the homeless
camps on Lawrence Street near Samaritan House, November 14, 2016. A small group of
You may hear from the City that they are not ticketing for the camping ban so therefore
they are not criminalizing homelessness. This data shows otherwise. 17,050 street checks
where police tell 27,425 people surviving outside without housing that they are breaking
the law and must move or face arrest is most certainly criminalization. When a cop with a
badge and a gun walks up and says ‘move or you will face arrest’ this is all that is needed to
have the desired effect of moving people along. Ticket or no ticket this police enforcement
of the camping ban is happening, as can be seen in the police’s own data, on a daily basis.
Full data and commentary, they will be available soon on HousekeysActionNetwork.com

homeless people began chanting, “No justice, no peace” and “Housing not handcuffs.”

March 19th, 2015 (Source: The Denver Post)

Running the Right to Rest Act
In April 2015, after surveying over 500 people without housing across Colorado

Colorado homeless deserve Right to Rest bill

about what is happening with police and criminalization of houselessness and putting out
the No Right to Rest report, the community came together through WRAP to run the
Right to Rest Act in Colorado, California, and Oregon.

Cynthia Jones, who is homeless, sleeps on Denver’s 16th Street Mall on Oct. 9, 2013. Karl Gehring,
Denver Post file

Imagine that unfortunate life circumstances cause you to lose your apartment or
house. Gone is that convenient, private home base within which you cooked, ate,
bathed, dressed. The outside world is now your only world, and your job is to
figure out how to survive there.
What are your chances of being harassed, ticketed or arrested in Colorado for
simply trying to exist as an unhoused person?
To find out, Denver Homeless Out Loud, along with a statewide coalition of
organizations, surveyed nearly 500 people experiencing homelessness. Survey
results revealed 70 percent of respondents had been harassed, ticketed or arrested
for sleeping, 64 percent for sitting or lying down, and 50 percent for loitering.
Further, 60 percent said their belongings had been taken by police or city
employees.
This bill was run for four years in a row in the Colorado legislature. Each year it was killed

The coalition used the survey findings as the basis for crafting the Colorado Right

in committee, one year it was only one vote away from passing to the floor.

to Rest (R2R) Act, which was recently introduced into the legislature by Reps.

Joe Salazar, D-Thornton, and Jovan Melton, D-Aurora. House Bill 1264 is
expected to be heard in committee next month.

April 4th 2017 (Source: UNICORN RIOT)

Three Co-Defendants Fight Denver’s Camping Ban in Court

The R2R Act would protect the right of all people to rest, move around freely,
and eat and serve food in public space; have privacy of one’s belongings; and
occupy one’s legally parked vehicle. It would render null and void any laws that
infringed on these rights.
Running the Right to Survive
In 2019 after fighting for our rights at the capitol for four years, the community
decided to bring the fight to the people of Denver in the form of the Right to
Survive Ballot Initiative to protect the same rights as named above in the Right
to Rest Act.
The Right to Survive, Initiative 300, was fought by the Mayor, Downtown
Denver Partnership, and most major groups of rich property owners, controllers,
and developers in Denver. $2.5 million dollars were up against $100,000. The vote
came down 80% against 20% for. The fight for this initiative made it clear
how much money, lies, and hate our community is up against.

April 4, 2017, Jerry Burton, Terese Howard, and Randy Russell, plead not guilty
to charges of violating Denver’s Unauthorized Camping Ordinance, also known
as the camping ban. UPDATE April 5th Wednesday afternoon, the jury
announced that they had found all three co-defendants guilty of violating the
Unauthorized Camping Ordinance. Denverite reports.
Jerry Burton, Randy Russell and Terese Howard were each charged with violating
Denver’s ban on urban camping and interference with a police officer. Prosecutors
said they took far too long to comply with orders to move. Burton and Russell
were found not guilty of one count of interference but guilty of a second count
that occurred later that day. All three were sentenced with one year of
unsupervised probation; the only requirement to satisfy it is court-approved
community service.
‘Our jury was just following the law,’ defense attorney Jason Flores-Williams said
after the verdict was read. ‘Unfortunately, it was an unjust law. Justice died just a
little bit today.’

Camping Ban Court WIN

In his ruling, Judge Johnny C. Barajas cited a decision from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals striking down a camping ban in Boise, Idaho, last year. The U.S. Supreme Court

In 2019, Jerry Burton got a ticket for the Camping Ban. He was chased from place to

recently declined to review that ruling. Barajas granted Jerry Burton’s motion to dismiss a

place with a group of about 10 houseless people 4 times in two days and was ticketed at 12

ticket he received this year for violating Denver’s camping ban at a site commonly known

midnight. There were lasting effects of this camping ban enforcement, breaking up a

as Jerr-E-ville. The judge quoted 9th Circuit Judge Marsha Berzon’s ruling in his decision:

community, leading to loss of community, safety, and even loss of a life. Jerry took this

“As long as there is no option of sleeping indoors, the government cannot criminalize

ticket to court, represented by Andy McNulty, and WON!

indigent, homeless people for sleeping outdoors, on public property, on the false premise

Judge Rules Denver Camping Ban Unconstitutional!!! Violates 8th
Amendment of “Cruel and Unusual Punishment”
Yet the City appealed the case and the district court ruled in favor of the Ban letting it
stand. When appealed to the Colorado Supreme court the court denied hearing the case,
again leaving the Ban as law in Denver.
December 27th 2019 (Source: The Denver Post)
Judge rules Denver's urban camping ban unconstitutional
A judge declared the Camping Ban law unconstitutional, so why is the Denver Police
Department still enforcing it? And why do we have a camping ban anyway? City will
appeal ruling that the ban constitutes cruel and unusual punishment
Jerry Burton gives words of
encouragement as Issue 300,
the repeal of Denver’s
camping ban, failed by a large
amount during an election
party at the Diversity
Counseling and Education

they had a choice in the matter.”
Andy McNulty, Burton’s attorney, said Friday he hoped the ruling would prompt the
Denver Police Department to “stop wasting resources on laws that are clearly
unconstitutional and instead divert those resources to evidence-based solutions to
homelessness.”
The City Attorney’s Office, however, indicated Denver will continue to defend the law.
City officials have noted that the city’s shelters have open beds most nights, but the judge
wrote that shelter curfews and other restrictions limit access for some people.
“We disagree with the ruling and plan to appeal to District Court,” spokesperson Ryan
Luby said.
Denver Homeless Out Loud, which advocates for people experiencing homelessness,
hailed the decision.
“Human beings cannot be forced into shelter like jail, and this ruling shows any reasonable
person can understand the mere existence of a space in a shelter does not make that a
viable or livable option for someone to be,” the organization said in a press release. “Hence

Center in Denver on Tuesday,

criminalizing people for being poor with no home and surviving on the streets is cruel and

May 7, 2019. Denver Post.

unconstitutional.”

A Denver County judge
ruled Friday that the city’s
controversial urban
camping ban is unconstitutional, amounting to cruel and unusual punishment.

Sweeps
Throughout all these years, camping ban enforcement and sweeps continually
pushed houseless people around the city to less safe areas, losing property, and
facing endless harmful effects. Camping ban enforcement and sweeps can be the

same or can be done under separate laws. There is another law called

The lawsuit settlement provides requirements to stop the city from the following

“encumbrance removal” 49-246 which gives the Department of Transportation

on public property. As important as these rights are, this does not end the

and Infrastructure (DOTI) the authority to define anything as an encumbrance.

camping ban.

This is the law the city began to reference when conducting sweeps taking

-They cannot take people's property without written notice attached to

people’s property instead of the camping ban in order to make sweeps seem just

one's property 48 hours in advance

about “cleaning” and not about displacing human beings. However, without

-They cannot take people's property at a large encampment without

using the camping ban sweeps cannot stop people from coming back to the swept

written notice posted along the camp 7 days in advance

area after the sweep is done. This role of the camping ban in sweeps is often

-They cannot trash any property that is defined as property in the

ignored but is fundamental to how sweeps not only take and destroy property,

settlement, but rather they must store it for 60 days

but displace people. Over the past 10 years camping ban enforcement has been
done in different ways, but no matter the nuances, houseless people have been
swept around the city under force of police.

September 2nd, 2018 (Source: Denver Post)
No homes, no cars, no IDs present challenges to attorneys representing
Denver homeless people in class-action lawsuit

Lawsuit

Attorney will ask judge to waive city’s camping ban during civil trial

In 2016 after a series of horrific sweeps where the city trash and even burned
people’s property with no notice whatsoever, community came together with
lawyer Jason Flores-Williams to file a lawsuit against the City for the sweeps. The
lawsuit had 7 lead plaintiffs who were houseless and had lost property in sweeps.
The lead plaintiff was Ray Lyall, member of Denver Homeless Out Loud and
passionate, hardcore fighter for rights of houseless people. Ray Lyall has just
passed away, March 2022 - his legacy will always be remembered. After 4 years of
litigation plaintiffs and the City came to a settlement agreement that enumerates
basic property rights for houseless people.
The agreement laid out, which gives more notice time rights than what has come
out of many other houseless sweeps cases across the country, gives some basic
protections of one’s right to their property and to notice before a seizure. It also
included some minimal resources such as lockers and trash cans, and a required
quarterly meeting where the City must hear from houseless people.

Karen Seed, a volunteer with Denver Homeless Out Loud and Food Not Bombs
watching as supporters and plaintiff's eat the meal her group has prepared during
a gathering at the Courthouse before members of the Plaintiff class speak about
the struggle for justice in America in the final pretrial conference for the Denver
Homeless Class Action in the United States District Court of Colorado on May
2, 2018 in Denver.

Sweeps and Camping Ban Enforcement After Lawsuit

Cost of Sweeps

Sweeps and camping ban enforcement have continued after the lawsuit

Shortly after this From Allies to Abolitionists monitored sweeps for months

settlement. In fact, especially after a brief 2 month halt at the beginning of

tracking numbers of cops, social workers, dump trucks, ect to get the closest

COVID, posted sweeps have increased to where there are typically three sweeps a

estimate on the cost of sweeps possible.

week nowadays, starting at 5am each day. During COVID we also saw a massive
increase in houselessness and visible houselessness in particular, and increased
sweeps have been used to push that visible houslessness around and away from the
‘City Core.’ Six months after the lawsuit settlement went into effect, 150
houseless people living outside shared their experience with the sweeps post
settlement. Here are some key findings.
●

Out of the 150 completed surveys, 89.3% reported “Yes” to having
experienced a sweep or the city taking property away.

●

Less than one-third (29.3%) of respondents reported seeing notice
of the sweep posted before it occurred.

●

Respondents were asked which of the following types of places they
have moved to due to a sweep:
●

Another block nearby (69%)

●

The river (34%)

●

Squatting in a building (27%)

●

A far-off outside location (25%)

●

An outdoor area that was private property subject to trespass
charges (25%)

●
●
●

●

A location that was already posted for a sweep (23%)

●

Other (22%)

Street Enforcement Team
In June 2021, Mayor Hancock announced the creation of a Street Enforcement
Team which is made up of civilians acting as cops, with the primary job of
enforcing the camping ban. This sanctioned vigilante camping ban enforcement
team has been on the streets harassing houseless people for surviving in public for
months now. In March it was announced that they were about to start writing
tickets for the Camping Ban. As we speak this Street Enforcement Team is kicking
into gear writing tickets for this law that was started 10 years ago with Mayor
Hancock saying, ‘it will be enforced with a light touch.’

NOW, 10 YEARS TOO MANY

When forced to move after a sweep, the majority (54.5%) of people

After 10 years of seeing and experiencing the effects of this law it has become ever

were never able to find a legal place to stay.

more clear how this law devastates the lives of houseless people and does not even

70.4% of respondents reported that they eventually returned to a

meet the stated goals of those passing the law. The ban clearly does not ‘connect

location from which they had been previously swept.

people to services.’ The ban clearly does not get rid of visible homelessness. It is a

72.6% of respondents reported having property taken in a sweep.

failed and harmful policy that needs to go.

So should we all just sit in despair and hopelessly watch another 10 years of this
ban go by? Absolutely NOT. We, our community, our City is actively suffering
from this law. We have no choice but to deepen our resolve to end this
inhumanity.
●

Work together with your houseless neighbors, whether you are
houseless or housed, to meet each other's immediate needs and stand up
against the Survival Ban.

●

Register to vote for a new Council next year

●

Show up on voting day and make your voice heard in City politics
that you will not stand for this injustice.

●

Organize to create a Denver where criminalization is not tolerated and
housing is attainable for all.

We encourage all to get involved with Mutual Aid Mondays which is a
community group that holds a community meal and resources every Monday in
front of the City and County Building from 4-7pm. They also go to every sweep
to support residents with food and coffee, moving assistance when possible, and
advocacy for houseless people’s rights. In a recent survey with 134 houseless
people staying outside, 82% of respondents said they wanted support at sweeps
finding a place to move, 74% said they wanted support with food and coffee at
sweeps, 59% said they wanted support videoing police and worker abuse and/or
rights violations at sweeps, 57% said they wanted help moving belongings before
and 40% want help moving belongings on the day of sweeps. All of this to say,
houseless people want and need your support dealing with sweeps.
This fight is not over on the streets and it is not over in the legislator and the
courts. 10 years too many and we will keep fighting back…
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